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األصل

The idea for BEYRoots began in November
2016. Tariq was losing touch with his job
as a Building Design Engineer and decided
to start a new venture in memory of his
late father.
“My dad always used to mention how he
loved the look of the citroen hy van and
said that it would be great to set up a van
that sold the best falafel in london. when
he passed away suddenly of a heart attack
in december 2015 i knew that i needed to
emulate his idea”
tariq modified this concept slightly and, in
his father’s memory, set to work on
creating a lebanese street food company
in london.

Ethos

روح الشعب

To serve Authentic, tasty and affordable
Lebanese food to the people of the u.k.
we don't pretend to produce fusion or
artisan cuisine, No False pretences - just
real Lebanese street food.
We believe in people getting what they
pay for; honest, high quality food which
is made in house from start to finish. We
start with the raw ingredients and
produce every element we serve,
including the sauces.
never bought, always homemade.

The brand

اﻟرﺳﺎﻟﺔ

The name beyroots comes from two sources:
1) [BEY] is the airport code for Beirut rafic
Hariri Airport in Lebanon
2) roots are a reminder of Tariq’s Lebanese
Heritage and background, which he holds
very close to his heart
The branding takes elements from classical
Arabic furniture design. where the mother of
pearl Hexagonal mesh features heavily. In
addition to this the colouring follows suit
with the colours of the Lebanese Flag.

Now

اﻵن

Things started off with the citroen HY
van, hitting lunch spots in london 3 times
a week.
But now, using our 2 vintage vans and
pop up gazebo, We now serve food at
numerous events, at many locations
across london and the south of England.
a typical week now consists of 2-4
locations per week, per outlet.

Zoo lates @ ZSL London Zoo

our preparation kitchen is based in
kingston, south london and serves as our
centre of operations. our intermediary
location is in clapham junction
Aside from our regular lunchtime
service sessions we cater for:

Weddings Events Festivals
some of our more notable clients/
events we have catered for/at:

GorrilaZ

Hampton court palace

London Zoo
Nike

Citroen
WeWork

Amazon
Hedsor House
Barclays Bank
Cambridge university
Goldman Sachs
Mcafee
Concours of Elegance

Evening
ﻣﺳﺎء

our late night food follows our street food
menu - this consists of the best parts of
Lebanese street eats all in one place.

our wraps are served using authentic Lebanese
Khobez Flatbread, baked fresh daily. The Shish
Tawouk is a Juicy Chicken Fix and the shish
lahme is a sumptuous serving of Lamb for the
carnivores.
falafel wraps and hummus salad bowls
provide you with a tasty gourmet feed without
the guilt. We pride ourselves on our falafel it’s never dry, always crispy on the outside and
juicy on the inside.
The cheese fans get their hit of the best cheese
you can get, halloumi. served with Fattoush
Salad, a lebanese mixed salad with a
pomegranate dressing.

ﻗﺎﺋﻣﺔ طﻌﺎم

Menu

wraps
Shish Tawouk
Fresh Chargrilled Chicken
Drenched overnight in the
beyroots tawouk marinade.
………………….
+ Lettuce, Tomatoes, Pickles
+ Garlic (Toum), Chilli (Harr)

Grilled Halloum

Falafel

Shish Lahme

Grilled Halloumi Slices
Dusted with Za’atar.

Homemade, Handrolled
Falafel Balls
on a bed of Hummus

Fresh Chargrilled Lamb
Drenched overnight in the
beyroots Lahme marinade.
………………….

…………………..
……………………
+ Fattoush/Cucumbers
and Mint
+ Garlic (Toum), Chilli
(Harr)

+Lettuce, Tomatoes,
Pickles
+ Garlic (Toum). Chilli
(Harr), Tarator (Tahini)

+ Hummus, Tabouleh
+ Garlic (Toum), Chilli (Harr)

Mezzeاﻟﻣزة
our wedding mezze hits all the spots - fresh
and light while being incredibly delicious and
rich in flavour.
We take on the best parts of a Lebanese Mezze
and bring them to you.
All dishes sit central to the table with the
intention of sharing and digging in!
an initial course of salad, dips and nibbles followed by a mixed grill of amazing lamb,
chicken, halloumi and falafel.
our core dishes are shown overleaf additional bespoke dishes can be added
following consultation. Freshly Baked
lebanese Khobez Flatbread accompanies all
table servings.

Menu

ﻗﺎﺋﻣﺔ طﻌﺎم

Core Dishes
Shish Tawouk
Fresh Chargrilled Chicken
Drenched overnight in the
beyroots tawouk marinade.

Grilled Halloum

Falafel

Shish Lahme

Grilled Halloumi Slices
Dusted with Za’atar.

Homemade, Handrolled
Falafel Balls
on a bed of Hummus

Fresh Chargrilled Lamb
Drenched overnight in the
beyroots Lahme marinade.

Hummus and baba
Ganoush

BAtata Harra

Fattoush

Tabouleh

Deep Fried potato cubes
tossed with coriander, chilli,
lemon juice, olive oil and
garlic

A Fresh Mixed Salad
Tossed with a
pomegranate and sumac
dressing

parsley, tomatoes and
onions tossed in lemon
juice, mint, bulgur
wheat, and lebanese
spices

Two staple lebanese dips,
true to form and
finished with toppings
of paprika and parsley.

“

Hired Beyroots for my
wife's 40th and can't
recommend them highly
enough.

“

They were excellent from
start to finish and
everyone absolutely loved
the food. 120 very happy,
very well-fed customers!

“

I hired Beyroots for a big
corporate event in London.
they absolutely smashed it
out the park, they provided
a speedy and professional
service to over 600 guests
and people are still raving
about the Lebanese wraps.
Tariq is a delight to work
with and I will certainly be
booking them again.

“

“

Hired these guys to serve
evening food at our wedding
and they were absolutely
amazing! The food was
incredible and everyone was
raving about it!

“

real taste of Lebanese
cuisine for sure, keep up
your good taste! Thank
you for presenting the
authentic Lebanese food

“

“

very friendly service. I felt
the love and belonging of
their original country
Lebanon through their
food, hospitality, and
generosity!

pricing

اﻟﺳﻌر

Evening food
£10 per head up to 100 people
£9 per head between 100 - 150 people
£8.50 per head over 150 people
Minimum booking fee: £1000

Mezze
£30 per head up to 80 people
£26 per head between 80 - 120 people
£24 per head over 120 people
Minimum booking fee: £1500
Above is an indicative price list and is subject to change
following consultation - all prices are exclusive of vat.

Tariq Al-Khaldi
07703618884
eat@beyroots.co

james cox
07932590692
info@beyroots.co

beyroots.co
IG - @beyroots.eat
fb - /beyroots.eat

